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2Université de Toulouse ; UPS, INSA, INP, ISAE ; LAAS ; F-31077 Toulouse, Frane{briand, tlehaux}�laas.frKeywords: projet sheduling, robustness, multi-agent sheduling, fairness.1 IntrodutionThe Multi-Agent Projet Sheduling Problem (MAPSP) is a projet sheduling problemwhere a set V of n ativities is distributed among a set A of m agents (m ≤ n). Classially,ativities are linked together by a set P of preedene onstraints (i, j) ∈ P (i preedes j).A projet ompletion time Cmax is set. The duration of ativity i is unertain and modeledby an interval [p

i
, pi]. The value p

i
an be interpreted as the best duration of i, when theagent is able to perform in the most favorable situation. Conversely, pi gives the durationof i in the worst ase senario, when the agent dwells in the most degraded situation.Ressoure onstraints are not onsidered.Eah agent Au is supposed to have its own deision autonomy (its own loal objetivefuntions). Its knowledge is assumed restrited. It only knows the subset of preedeneonstraints and the proessing times whih are linked to the ativities it manages. Moreover,when Ativity j, managed by Au, has a preedene relation with Ativity i (i.e., (i, j) ∈

P), managed by Av (u 6= v), i is alled a border ativity and it is mandatory that Avommuniates toAu a ompletion time interval [Ci, Ci] for i. The agent engages to omplete
i within this interval, i.e., Ci ∈ [Ci, Ci]. Eventually, this ompletion time interval an beredued to a single date.The MAPSP onsists in assigning to eah ativity a ompletion time interval so that,on the one hand, the worst ompletion time of any ativity remains lower or equal to themaximum projet duration (i.e., Ci ≤ Cmax, ∀i ∈ V ) and, on the other hand, the agentsare satis�ed. This notion of agent satisfation is detailed below.

Fig. 1. A MAPSP exampleA MAPSP example with n = 8 ativities is depited in Fig. 1. It is represented by anativity-on-node graph, where eah vertex orresponds to an ativity and eah ar orre-sponds to a preedene relation between a pair of ativities belonging to V = {0, . . . , 9}.



2The dotted lines indiate the assignment of ativities to the agents. Typially, the ativities
0 and 9 are dummies and orrespond to the beginning of the projet and its end, respe-tively. They are assigned to �titious agents A0 and A4 that an be seen as the projetlaunher and the projet lient, respetively. The non-dummy ativities are distributedamong a set of three agents, A = {A1, A2, A3}. The sets Vu of ativities alloated to Agent
Au are V1 = {1, 3}, V2 = {2, 4, 6} and V3 = {5, 7, 8}. The verties orresponding to theborder ativities are in bold in the graph.Given a valid assignment of ompletion time intervals to the border ativities, eahAgent Au, ∀u = 1, . . . , m, an determine for any ativity i ∈ Vu a maximum authorizedproessing time, denoted p̃i, with p̃i ∈ [p

i
, pi]. This proessing time orresponds to themaximum time the agent alloates itself in order to arry out the ativity i. Eah p̃i is set sothat loal preedene onstraints are satis�ed and, in the worst ase (i.e., pi = p̃i ∀i ∈ Vu),the worst ompletion times whih were announed by u to its downstream agents remainssatis�ed, i.e :

Cj ≥ Ci − ∆i + p̃j , ∀(i, j) ∈ P suh that i /∈ Vu and j ∈ Vu (1)
Cj ≥ Ci + p̃j , ∀(i, j) ∈ P suh that i ∈ Vu and j ∈ Vu (2)
Ci ≤ Ci , ∀i ∈ P suh that i ∈ Vu (3)In Eq. (1), the variable ∆i ∈ [0, Ci − Ci] is introdued. It models the fat that Au isauthorized to antiipate by ∆i the ompletion of the border ativity i that is managedby the upstream agent Av. As a onsequene, it exists an inonsisteny risk sine, whenthe realized ompletion time of i is greater than Ci − ∆i, Au organization an beometemporally inonsistent. If Au is optimisti (i.e., ∆i = Ci − Ci), it trusts Av to be ableto omplete i at the earliest, but the inonsisteny risk is high. At the opposite, in thepessimisti point of view (i.e., ∆i = 0), Au prefers to protet itself against the worstbehavior of Av, and the inonsisteny risk is void. In this paper, the inonsisteny risk Rutaken by Au is expressed by Formula (4).

Ru = max
{(i,j)∈P|i/∈Vu∧j∈Vu}

∆i (4)After agent Au has �xed the variables ∆i, it is able to determine the values p̃j for itsown ativities, provided the hosen values respet Equations (1-3). Considering Ativity
j ∈ Vu, the stress that Au gets for ahieving j an be measured by the following ratio :

γj = pj − p̃jWhen γj is lose to 0, the presribed worst proessing time is lose to the maximal oneand the agent is not stressed, while, the higher it gets, the more the agents are stressed.In this paper, the stress of the Agent Au, denoted Su, refers to the maximum value of γj ,i.e. Su = maxj∈Vu
γj .Under suh hypothesis, the MAPSP is a multi-objetive optimization problem whereeah agent Au wants to minimize its inonsisteny risk and its stress, these objetivesbeing on�iting. In this paper, we also onsider two global objetive funtions (GOF):the minimization of max(u,v)∈A2(Sv −Su) and the minimization of max(u,v)∈A2(Rv −Ru).Those GOFs favor the fairness of the agents against their sel�shness sine, when the stressand the inonsisteny risk are equally shared between agents, both GOFs are optimal (theyequal 0).



32 Disussion and state-of-the-artAny real life projet that involves several deision-independent partners, eah in hargeof the exeution of a di�erent part of the projet, an be viewed as a MAPSP. In this kindof projet, due to the privay nature of the data handled by the partners, only a restritedset of information is shared among the ators. One natural mode of ollaboration betweenpartners preisely onsists in ommuniating proposals of intervals for the ompletion timeof border ativities, these values being negotiated until a trade-o� satisfying both partnersis found. One a globally satisfatory assignment of the ompletion time intervals is found,the agents beome free to organize themselves as they intend, provided they sueed inompleting the ativities within the ontrated intervals. During this phase, any agent anbe more or less pessimisti depending on whether it assumes that the upstream agents willbe more or less e�ient. In ase of inonsisteny, ompletion intervals an be negotiatedbak.Looking at the sheduling literature, we do not �nd many works dealing with theMAPSP. Several papers propose to solve resoure-onstrained multi-projet shedulingproblems in a deentralized way, using a software arhiteture inspired from Multi-AgentSystems (MAS) (Confessore et. al. 2007, Homberger 2007), but here, we distinguish betweena distributed sheduling method based on MAS and a MAPSP, as de�ned above, for whihwe do not are about the nature of the solving method.Nonetheless, sheduling with agents is not a new problem sine several authors alreadytook an interest in this topi, onsidering the presene of resoure onstraints and tryingto solve the problem in a entralized way. In (Agnetis et. al. 2000, Agnetis et. al. 2004),the authors onsider the job shop environment where two agents ompete for performingtheir jobs on a ommon set of resoures, trying to optimize their respetive objetive (thedi�erene between agent objetive values being ǫ-onstrained). Several papers (see (Agnetiset. al. 2009, Cheng et. al. 2006, Cheng et. al. 2008)) fous on the single mahine shedulingproblem with two or more agents and provide omplexity results and exat algorithmsfor partiular ases. Several authors also fous on grid sheduling problems where agents,orresponding to luster of proessors, are able to negotiate their load all together (see(Pasual et. al. 2009) for a reent approah). Like us, some authors additionally suggestto introdue a GOF, also alled soial objetive, and de�ne important onepts suh asthe prie of anarhy (Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou 1999) (ratio between the worst Nashequilibrium and the optimum GOF value) or the prie of stability (Angel et. al. 2006)(ratio between the best Nash equilibrium and the optimum GOF value).3 The one-per-one aseIn this setion we assume that any agent manages one and only one ativity, i.e.,Ativity i is managed by Ai (see Fig. 2). Moreover, we also suppose that agents are fair: inonsisteny risks are idential for any agent (i.e., Ri = ∆,∀Ai ∈ A) and stress isequally shared (i.e., Sj = γ, ∀i ∈ A). Under these assumptions, the GOFs are optimalsine max(u,v)∈A2(Sv − Su) = max(u,v)∈A2(Rv − Ru) = 0. Therefore, the MAPSP turnsinto a 2-objetive optimization problem, for whih we take an interest in �nding the Paretosolutions minimizing both ∆ and γ riteria.For this ase, the Pareto solutions an be found in polynomial time. To solve this prob-lem, we use the ativity-on-node graph as seen in Fig. 2. The value of the ar between anativity i and an ativity j is : max(pi, pi−γ−∆). Every ativities having the same γ and
∆, the �rst idea is to set (∆ + γ) to a ertain value and to ompute the longest path byusing the Ford-Bellman algorithm, whih runs in O(n log n) on graphs without iruit. Weompute the longuest paths for every possible value of (∆+γ) verifying ∆+γ ≤ pi−pi. We
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